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Abstract
Background/Objectives: The main aim of this research paper is to evaluate thedifferent linearly polarized
modes for two channel MDM passive optical network. Methods/Statistical Analysis: In this work mode division
multiplexing from 48 users. Three different combinations of linear polarized modes is tested for odd modes,
even modes and consecutive modes.System evaluated for 55 Km also on higher launched powers.Findings:
Results revealed that mode number 1,3 and 5 perform better and suffered from less mode crosstalk. However
even modes perform less effective than odd modes but better than mode number 1,2 and 3.Further 16 user for
each mode is splitted and 10 dB optimal power is found, beyond this power system performance degrated.LP 01
provide maximum quality factor and worst in case of LP 21 mode.
Keywords: Mode Division Multiplexing (MDM), Passive Optical Network (PON), Time Division Multiplexing
(TDM), Linear polarized (LP).

I.

Introduction

With the advancement in communication technology the need for high speed internet is increasing day
by day which further demands high data rate and large bandwidth. So our future technology is required to be
adaptable to offer large bandwidth and to support large number of new applications. To solve this problem fiber
optic technology has been developed which uses optical light as a transmission medium. Optical fiber provides
us adequate solution to solve the problem of access network [16]. Optical fiber technology offers us a
combination of low error probability, high bandwidth and large transmission capacity [2].GPON and Spatial
mode multiplexing is a best choice to provide multispeed high data rate, high efficiency and full services of
future time FTTH system and counts the ideas of facility providers at the identical instance [17]. MDM PON is
observed at the same time as solitary of the premium technology to provide broadband access network in future.
Access networks are made out of copper and were based on twisted pair and coaxial cables. The three main
requirements of access network are they must be cost efficient, they must have high reliability and better
performance. Passive optical network (PON) requires only passive components i.e it doesn’t require continuous
supply of electricity, therefore power issues and heat are not considered. Passive optical network has low
maintenance cost since it requires less components [1]. Fiber based networks are cheaper to operate. copper
based networks requires lot of maintenance and repair as compared to optical network, which is less prone to
outside conditions could lead to important operational savings for operation in long run [15]. Thus to provide
broadband services to the end users several FTTH and FTTP network has been proposed. FTTH is 100%
deployment of optical fiber [14] As the signal travels through the fiber its power declines due to the presence of
various non-linearities in the fiber [18].
Modes are light intensity profiles (patterns) that propagate down the fiber maintaining their transversal field
shape. Multimode fibers can support many thousands of modes. Single mode fibers support one mode and few
mode fiber can support some modes not all. In order to accurately study optical modes, the complete Maxwell
equations are to be solved. For multimode fibers, the following intuitive explanation can be given: Each mode
corresponds to a light beam traveling inside the fiber core with different angles.
Intensity of light propagate in more than one mode carrying fiber by sequence of the reflections at the boundary
of the more dense medium ad less dense medium that is core and cladding. Commencing a geometrical aim to
see in the context of the ray and electromagnetic part, it is envisaged that the any angle is correct if we see ray
concern however when later is discussed then it is seen that just definite angles are allowed, simply this refers as
the fiber modes or modes in the context of fiber. By going in the matter with great concentration there are more
than modes are exists that are the modes which travel near axis are referred as the as the meridional modes, as
well as those that pass through in a helical fashion, identified as skew modes.
A luminosity wave is an electromagnetic wave that engagements from side to side the vacuum of external
space. Luminosity waves are formed by vibrating electric charges. The electromagnetic wave is a transverse
wave that has together an electric and a magnetic component. As an electromagnetic wave schedule the
vibrations occurs in extra level surface of shaking. A glow wave that is vibrating in additional than solitary level
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surface is referred to as un-polarized light. Light emitted through the sun, by means of a lantern in the
classroom, or through a candle fire is un-polarized luminosity. Such brightness waves are shaped by electric
charges that quiver in a diversity of orders, consequently creating an electromagnetic wave with the intention of
vibrates in a variety of orders.
It is potential to change un-polarized luminosity into polarized beam. Polarized light waves are luminosity
waves in which the ambience happen in a lone flat surface. The procedure of transforming un-polarized
luminosity into polarized light is recognized as polarization. The directory incline causes rays which are
traveling at steeper angles in the fiber, the high direct modes, to hold up by means of energy travelling at low
angles. This is for the reason that that, even though the steeper rays have more to pass through the refractive
index they practice close to the core/cladding edge is a smaller amount than at the canter of the core as well as
so they tour quicker in this section. It is this characteristic of graded-index fiber with the purpose of give it a
large amount less pulse dispersion than step-index fibers furthermore for this reason finer bandwidth show.
The context of the electromagnetic aim of vision, there are really four dissimilar types of manner in a multimode
fiber depending on the angle among the electric field vector and the axis of the fiber.
The LP modes are usually selected by two parameters; these are the radial mode number, m, and the azimuthal
mode number, n. For a particular mode n’ corresponds to the number of intensity peaks in the radial direction
and 2m’ corresponds to the number of intensity peaks over 360 degrees in the azimuthal direction. Mode
number can be calculated as
M=n+2m-1
……1

II.

System Setup

Proposed system consisting of three transmitter lasers at 1310nm and operated at three different intensity
profiles such as mode number 1, 3 and 7.Generally taken as LP 01, LP 21 and LP 41 mode profiles and calculated
there mode number from above stated equation. PRBS is used to generate the random data bits at 20gbps followed
by non- return to zero line coding. Signal is in electrical domain after NRZ and thus to convert in optical given to
intensity modulator called mechzander modulator. Output data from three transmitter using different modes is
combined with power combiner. After power combiner a spatial connector is placed, which is here incorporated to
couple modes to few mode fiber. A spatial visualizer is used to show different modes after combiner. A few mode
fiber is choose Lp transmit modes because it is suffered from less mode crosstalk due less mode supportability.
Length of fiber is 55 Km having 0.2 dB/Km losses.System setup diagram is shown in fig1
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Fig 1 System setup for mode multiplexed PON
A power demultiplexer is then followed by few mode fiber and mode selector. Mode selector is for selecting the
different modes from mixed data signals. Now as signal is filtered out and splitted to 16 user for each mode so as to
give signals to multiple users. Passive splitter is said because it does not use any power. Each splitted signal is
extracted by photo detector to convert optical signal into electrical signal. A low pass Bessel filter then fiber out
noises from electrical signals and further signal fed to 3-R regenerator for re amplify re shape and re sample signal.
A BER finally represents the Q-factor and bit error rate for final evaluation.

III.

Results

In this section observations are carried out at different points from visualizers. This system operates for
three cases such as consecutive modes, odd modes and even modes. It is clearly reported that in case of
consecutive linearly polarized modes, output signal is very noisy and support very less users due to maximum
crosstalk. In second case where even modes transmitted, noise is little less then former case and improved results
are observed. Lastly even modes are analyzed and supports maximum users 48 and 16 users splitted for each mode.
Maximum Q-factor and less BER is reported in this case.Optical spectrum after transmitter is shown in fig2
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Fig 2 Optical spectrum after power combiner
Three different linearily polarized mode profiles are shown in fig3

(a)
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(c)
Fig 3 Linearly mode profiles for (a) Mode 1 (b) Mode 3 (c) Mode 5
Comparative analysis over different distance has been done 10Km 20Km 30Km 40KM and 50 Km for three
different modes.Also tested for input power for all types modes and observed that at high power mode crosstalk
increases.

Fig 4 Q-factor versus Distance for different order modesat distances
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Fig 5 Q-factor versus Launched power
Maximum power is found to be 10 dB beyond this power nonlinear effects appears.Now we concluded that odd
modes are best in performance and further 1 3 and 5 modes are compared to each other along with eye
diagrams.Mode first provide best results among 3rd mode and 5th mode.

Fig 6 Graphical representation of 0mode 1,2 and 3 vs distance

IV.

Conclusion

In this work, work has been done for mode division multiplexing from 48 users. Three different
combinations of linear polarized modes is tested for odd modes, even modes and consecutive modes.System
evaluated for 55 Km also on higher launched powers.Results revealed that mode number 1,3 and 5 perform better
and suffered from less mode crosstalk. However even modes perform less effective than odd modes but better than
mode number 1,2 and 3.Further 16 user for each mode is splitted and 10 dB optimal power is found, beyond this
power system performance degrated.LP 01 provide maximum quality factor and worst in case of LP 21 mode.
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